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Abstract
Continuous models (whether standard or enriched)
discrete crack
models are in general considered as alternatives for analysing concrete
structures under various loading. This paper discusses
models from
the standpoint of material observation, and proposes a strategy based
upon the complementarity of both approaches: global information as
loading capacity, global displacements, zones
irreversible
evolution in the structure occur etc., can be accessed
continuous
models, which account for the evolution of the material
during the
cracking process and irreversible deformations, both associated to the
same physical phenomenon, i.e. cracking. More precise information as
crack-length, crack-spacing, crack-width etc. need to be accessed by a
discrete crack model which abandons the concept of a representative
elementary volume for the modelling of concrete cracking in the finite
element analysis
material and structural failure. The proposed strategy
is compared with a one stage strategy
enriched
continuum
models. An example for each type of model is presented.
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Modelling of
of concrete structures aims to account for a
number of physical mechanisms which occur over a wide range of
material description. They can be summarised as follows:
submitted quasi-static loading
cracking process includes three principal stages:

creation of microcracks randomly distributed throughout the
structure which is governed by the heterogeneity of concrete,
percolation
these microcracks to form one or more
..., ••,,c .... ...., ...... ..,. this
localization of cracking is governed by the
,-,-..,,._. ... " conditions
structure,
propagation
macrocracks until the appearance of a failure
mechanism.
stages can
related to the following physical mechanisms
1987, Rossi, 1991 ):
evolution
the matrix on initial stress release: initial
stresses induced by non-uniform shrinkage during hydration
the
cement paste at
scale of the heterogeneous material, are released
cracking occurs;
in the crack-lips: due to the great heterogeneity of concrete
due to the release of initial stresses, the intensity of these friction
forces depends on crack pattern and boundary conditions of the
phenomena coupled with the cracking process, which delay
crack propagation; these viscous phenomena are due to the
presence of free water the concrete pores.
,,.J._,,..,,..,.u

thermal and hygral gradients
and/or hygral exchanges with the exterior induce gradients in
concrete structures, which lead to a severe state of stresses, which may be
strength developed: the concrete cracks. Due to the time scale
these thermo-hygro-mechanical couplings occur, some delayed
of concrete (due to presence of free water), as relaxation
are also
..., .... _......, .........J .....U. ..., ...............
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1.3 Structures submitted to dynamic loading
addition to the classical phenomena involved in the dynamic behaviour
of structures (waves propagation, inertia effect, etc.), apparent rate effects
influence strongly the material behaviour of concrete under dynamic
loading:

• Rate effects related to the presence of water the
at the nannolevel of material observation (Rossi et al., 1994a), lead to an apparent
increase of (nominal) material strength with loading rate increasing,
and should be taken into account
modelling.

To take into account the above physical mechanisms
framework
finite element analysis, two levels
answer corresponding to two
modelling levels are general distinguished:
- Continuous approach to cracking:
physical
related to
concrete cracking are not explicitly evoked in
modelling,
encountered by a set of macroscopic variables (plastic, damage
variables, smeared crack strains, etc.), which define
evolution of the material relative to a macroscopic
the observation and quantitative analysis of the
involved. A continuous model is defined by the scale
(scale of laboratory test specimen) which coincides
modelling (scale of constitutive modelling).
- Discrete approach to cracking: principal "crack-items", as for
instance position, length and width of the cracks
the entire
cracking process (including the transition from
cracking to
localized cracking) are used explicitly in the modelling. Owing to
random nature of crack creation and propagation,
modelling of concrete cracking needs to account necessarily
heterogeneity of the matter, i.e. for probabilistic aspects
modelling. In other words, the scale of observation
respect to
modelling scale is not fixed, but plays an important
modelling.

These two modelling levels are not opposed, but
using them with respect to the information required
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l . The continuous approach (whether
localization limiters) is based upon
elementary volume, which -in turn- implies
defining the dimensions of the elementary
intrinsic to the matter. It is the application
2. It has been shown experimentally and
l 994b, l 994c, Rossi and Guerrier, 1
the representative elementary
is never
compared with the dimensions of standard concrete structures.
the scale of material modelling may be greater
at
the model is applied (i.e. the finite element mesh
3. In the enriched approaches, an internal
is
considered as an intrinsic material
significance keeps a matter of intensive ,. ._,..._;,...,\,4..., ....................._.
Clearly, non-linear continuum models for concrete
more relevant, the more the information used
(output) are at equal basis, i.e. having the same degree
other words, preference should be given to
models with variables of clear physical significance
standard material tests.
this light, a ....,,_,,,._._.,_u_._...._ ..._,..._.., _.__.__._.._,...._...,._._,
for the evolution of the material rigidity
both associated to the same physical IJ_.__._,_,_.__._...,._.__.__._ ..,_.__._.._,
sufficient with respect to the information
analysis, the strain-softening behaviour can be _.__._. _, ..__._ . . ,...,
the loss of well-posedness of the rate boundary
numerical problems. Furthermore, from a more
strain-softening behaviour, i.e. a descending
strain experimentally obtained, is governed
thus in form and shape not necessarily
information is required, another type
abandons the concept of a representative
modelling of concrete cracking.
-together- then form a powerful
behaviour of concrete structures.
In what follows, two models used or
are presented, that respect
previous
different loading cases mentioned the
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3 Continuous approach: Plastic degrading model

. . . . . '"' . . . . ., . . has been proposed by Ulm (1994) for quasi-static loading.
The extension to chemo-mechanical couplings (for instance hydration
reaction, creep etc.) can be found in Coussy and Ulm (1995). The latter
can also be used for the (continuous modelling) of concrete in high rate
dynamics.
we limit the presentation to the main features of this
continuous ,~
AAA ...

..., A .

Quasi-static loading conditions
The purpose of this plastic degrading model is the modelling of two
apparent phenomena related to cracking: the permanent (or plastic)
deformations and the irreversible degradation of elastic material
properties (also designed as damage in the literature). With respect to
standard coupled plastic-damage models (see for instance Lemaitre and
Chaboche, 1990), where damage and plastic mechanisms are assumed to
occur independent of each other, the plastic degrading model associates
phenomena to the same physical origin, i.e. cracking. More
precisely, since the plastic variables, namely the plastic strain EP and the
hardening variables X model the irreversible evolution associated to
concrete cracking in a continuous manner, the damage associated to
cracking,
coincides with the plastic evolution. For quasi-static
evaluations
isotropic material behaviour the following state equation
is adopted:

(1)
G(x)
K(x) are
shear modulus and the bulk modulus, the
evolution
which depend upon hardening variables x. Furthermore,
E = e +cl
EP = eP +
are the strain tensor and the plastic strain
E = trE I 3
sP = trEP I 3 ). Like in the standard plastic
tensor
. . . . . . .,........,. . . plastic evolution occur, when a loading point a is at the boundary
elasticity domain
defined by loading function f (a' s)' thus

(2)

s is
depends
hardening
at the level

force (current material threshold), which
hardening variable x (i.e.
x) ). The evolution of
can be associated to the evolution of an energy frozen
the heterogeneous material which is not recovered as useful

s=s (

s
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mechanical work upon unloading. More precisely: with respect to the
heterogeneity of the matter, plastic evolution that occur during loading
correspond at the level of the heterogeneous material to a release of initial
stresses (see introduction), associated to an elastic energy frozen
constituents. A part of this energy is dissipated by
at the crack
lips, while altering the initial stress state, and with this
frozen energy.
At the macroscopic level, the dissipation associated to
phenomena
is modelled in terms of plastic dissipation ( cr:dEP in
interval dt)
reduced/increased by hardening/softening effects (-dU = sdx). When
neglecting second order strain terms
the state equations of a plastic
degrading model, hardening forces derives from frozen energy U like
the standard plastic model
s = _ dU(x)
dx
Coussy 995),
detailed discussion of this energy can be found
applied to concrete
Ulm (1994).
we only note,
with respect
to its origin, i.e.
material heterogeneity, frozen energy U depends on
the scale of observation of the heterogeneity of the
as
as
hardening force s, and thus the threshold, i.e. when
evolution
occur. The evolution of plastic variables EP and x are
by the flow
and hardening rule:
dEP =div ag(cr,s) and

dx = d l v - -

8CT

plastic
where div is the plastic multiplier, and g( cr,s) and h( cr,s)
hardening potential defining the directions taken
plastic strain
increments dEP and hardening increments
Note
hardening variable x is a plastic variable
dilatation x = EP or plastic distortion x = y~q = J2deP
evolution of elasticity domain DE
state equation (3), as
the evolution of elastic material properties G(x) and
equation (1 ). Plastic variable x can thus be accessed e,'X 1«v~r·1 rni::-n·t-::i
numerically- independent of the degradation of elastic
other words, the information used
and
equal basis, since
are measured/calculated . . . . . . . ...,..,...,_................. ..
Note however, that plastic and hardening potential g( CT ,s)
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as

determined experimentally for concrete
scale of observation and will change, when
...._...,,, ..... _n..,..., the representative elementary volume,
..... ..,,:J,_F-,.._ ... ...,,._.., to a modelling scale below (Rossi and Ulm,
the authors, little attention has been paid to
strategies for elastoplastic problems.
is implemented in the finite element code
is accessible
different loading functions, plastic
concrete, we generally apply a 3 or 4
with an associated flow rule
the yield criterion is not considered

_.._ ... ,.,.......... ~ ... _,u_ ...,....., ......_.......Jl_,"'..., .......L

,_ _. ,_. _,. . ._. ., . . can easily be extended to the continuous
. . .. . ,...._. . . . .!'-.at early ages, where strains of thermal and
shrinkage) due to the hydration of the
. . . ...,.. . . . . . .,. . , a severe state of stresses beyond the strength
elastic strength of the material increases with
(ageing). The modelling of these thermo~~~
~ ~ can be found
Coussy (1995), Ulm and
(1995), where it is shown how a
. . . . . . .,...... ". . . . reaction) can be integrated in the
) now reads
............. .........

(5)

=

x are

plastic variables, modelling the irreversible
. ., . . ~·~ . . ..., . . . associated to cracking. Furthermore, 8 = T - T0 is the
~
hydration degree, a the thermal dilatation
chemical dilatation coefficient (negative for
ageing phenomenon is taken into account by
properties on the hydration degree ~ . The
degree is given by a kinetic law of the hydration

(6)

~=
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Quasi-static loading conditions
Cracking
concrete is strongly influenced by the heterogeneity of the
matter: the tensile strength of concrete is mainly related to that of the
cement paste,
turn- is governed by the presence of voids,
microcracks etc. created during the concrete hardening by non-uniform
shrinkage during hydration at the scale of the heterogeneous material, i.e.
at
scale of the concrete aggregates. This heterogeneity of the matter
constituting concrete can be considered to be at the basis of apparent size
effects, governing the overall cracking behaviour at the macroscopic scale
material observation (i.e., scale of laboratory test-specimen). This has
to the development of the probabilistic modelling of concrete
,,...,,.,,,,..IT,,Vlnr over the
decade (Rossi and Wu, 1992). It belongs to the
statistically
deterministic models using the finite-element
It accounts
cracks as geometrical discontinuities (discrete
approach), and
the heterogeneity of the matter by random
~~·
functions
experimentally determined mean values, m( ft)
and standard deviations, s(ft) and s(E), of tensile strength ft
E, respectively. For their experimental
rllt:i>irt:i>r.._rr........................., . . .Jl. a
experimental research has been performed at the
which has
to the proposing of analytical expressions
the
functions, (Rossi et al., l 994b).
finite
analysis, these functions are used by replacing in
experimental
distribution function the volume of the test
by the
of each singular solid finite element. This is
"""-'_._..., . . ,_, . . . . . . . . . with physical evidence: the smaller the scale of observation
Jl.Jl~ scale) with respect to that of the structure, the
local mechanical characteristics, and thus the
heterogeneity
the matter. In other word, the probabilistic
abandons the
of a representative elementary volume by
considering each
element volume as a material volume. This
numerical results mesh-independent (Rossi and Guerrier,
With respect to the local and probabilistic character of the
the
the solid mesh elements must be sufficiently
volume of the modelled structure, so that the
analysis performed on the scale of the mesh element is
with respect to the structure.
cracks are
using special contact elements that interface
elements. A crack (i.e. a contact element) "opens" (appearance
a geometrical discontinuity) when the stress normal to a fracture plane
.,

HAA

1

......... 'U...... ..., ...._...

mn.rli::>I

rt:l>'i"\"t"t:l>'='""rl'irQ1r 1 ' ' " "
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CTN

= n.cr.n reaches the local tensile strength ft randomly distributed,

thus:
(8)
where
CTN=

n.cr.n = 2G(A- - £) + 3K£

(9)

with the elastic properties G and K randomly distributed. Furthermore,
A, = n. £. n is the principal extension normal to a possible fracture plane
oriented by unit normal n, and £ = trE I 3.
Crack criterion (8) refers to the fact that concrete cracking corresponds
to a mode-I mechanism, in tension as well as
compression independent of the scale of observation. In compression failure occurs due
to the appearance of oblique cracks (Torrenti et al., 1993). The oblique
cracks are created locally by tensile stresses. In order to capture this
failure mechanism in terms of modelled heterogeneity, the modelling
scale has to be small with respect to
"structural" scale at which the
failure occurs (small columns created by vertical cracks within the
sample), much smaller than that of the sample. At a scale above, this
oblique cracking appears as a shear failure and in the limit of a
homogeneous material, no tensile stresses occur in the material under
compression. Hence, relative to the modelled heterogeneity in
analysis, a shear-crack criterion may
necessary, reading
its simplest

0)
where
1

= t.cr.n = 2Gy

with 2y = 2t. £. n the angle variation in the t - n fracture plane.
Furthermore, c is the local cohesion of the material. Since this crackcriterion reflects a mode-I criterion at a modelling scale below, cohesion c
cannot be regarded as an independent material characteristic - in contrast
to the tensile strength ft. In fact, since the oblique cracks open once the
tensile stress reaches the local tensile strength, cohesion c is related to the
tensile strength, such that:
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(1

s0
cp = 45° the angle
tensile behaviour,
openmg ..

so

= n.cr.n =

(1

+ 3K( ~)( E - a8 -

(

randomly
................. "'-" . . . degree ~.
modelling
(1995). Here, we
can be extended to account
respect to the
strategy proposed,
be done on
modelling
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respect to the information used (input) and requested (output). At present,
some works are also done to account at both modelling levels for rate
effects, in order to extent the analysis to high rate dynamics.

5 Conclusion
This paper re-opens the discussion on modelling strategies and proposes a
two-stage modelling strategy for analysing the behaviour of concrete
under various loading: continuous and discrete approach -together- form
a powerful tool for analysing the non-linear behaviour of concrete
structures, as far as the information used (input) and that requested
(output) are at equal basis, i.e. having the same degree of pertinence.
this light, a continuous model based upon the concept of an representative
elementary volume is used when global information are requested, while
detailed information about crack pattern, crack-spacing, crack width etc.
is obtained with a discrete probabilistic crack approach, which abandons
the concept of a representative elementary volume. An example for each
type of modelling is presented for quasi-static loading and concrete at
early ages.
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